I. Introduction
Cancer refers to any one of a large number of diseases characterized by the development of abnormal cells that divide uncontrollably and have the ability to infiltrate and destroy normal body tissue. Cancer often has the ability to spread throughout your body. Research shows that certain risk factors increase the chance that a person will develop cancer. A risk factor is anything that increases a person's chance of developing cancer. These are the most common risk factors for cancer like age, tobacco, sunlight, smoking, alcohol and so on. Cancer treatment may include chemotherapy, radiation, and/or surgery. Therefore if earlier cancer is diagnosed and treated, better the chance of being cured.
Nowadays multi criteria decision making techniques have been developed and their usage are increasing tremendously to achieve desired goal. Multiple criteria decision making has a more standardizing approach based on a different paradigm that assumes the existence of something that allows the decision maker to find the best choices. This is done through a metric or using mechanisms based on the comparison of alternatives. The aim of these approaches is to observe the behavior of decision makers, help them to understand the decision problem, take account of all factors that influence the decision and prescribe the set of preferred solutions.
The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) was developed by Thomas L. Satty. The analytical hierarchy process is a decision support tool which can be used to solve complex decision problems. It uses a multi-level hierarchical structure of objectives, criteria, sub criteria, and alternatives. Analytical hierarchy process helps decision makers to find one that best suits their goal and their understanding of the problem. It provides a comprehensive and rational framework for structuring a decision problem, for representing and quantifying its elements, for relating those elements to overall goals, and for evaluating alternative solution.
II. Related Work
T. Sowmiya, M. Gopi, M. New Begin, L.Thomas Robinson (2014) used several aspects of data mining procedures which are used for lung cancer prediction for the patients and also reviewed the aspects of ant colony optimization (ACO) technique in data mining. Ant colony optimization assists in increasing or decreasing prediction value of the diseases. This case study assorted data mining and ant colony optimization techniques for appropriate rule generation and classifications on diseases, which pilot to exact Lung cancer classifications. P.Ramachandran N.Girija, T. Bhuvaneswari (2014) approached k-means clustering algorithm for partitioning the data into cancer and non cancer clusters, where the initial cluster centers is represented by the mean value of the weightage of significant patterns. The objective of the clustering is that the data object is assigned to unknown classes that has a unique feature and hence maximize the intraclass similarity and minimize the interclass similarity and applied Decision tree algorithm to mine frequent patterns from the data set and patterns that are mined by the decision tree are well defined and distinguished to be separated as cancer and non cancer. The aim of cancer recurrence prediction is to predict, given a set of gene expression data, whether or not a particular cancer will recur within a particular time frame.
To summarize the gap between above studies K. Arutchelvan, Dr. R. Periyasamy (2015) introduced an algorithm using data mining technique and decision tree ,the user has to enter into the cancer prediction system, they need to answer the queries, related to genetic and non genetic factors. The prediction system assigns the risk value to each question based on the user responses. Once the risk value is predicted, the range of the risk can be determined by the prediction system. It has four levels of risk like low level, intermediate level, high level and very high level. Based on the predicted risk values the range of risk will be assigned.
Shoon Lei Win, Zaw Zaw Htike, Faridah Yusof, Ibrahim A. Noorbatcha (2014) proposed a threelayered framework that consists of entropy-based gene selection, entropy minimization discretization and prediction. In the case of genetic data classification, not all the genes in a genetic sequence might be responsible for predicting cancer recurrence. They propose to employ a gene selection process to select relevant prognostic genes in an unsupervised manner and an entropy-based discretization process to discretize the gene expression levels. V. Krishnaiah et al (2013) applied data mining classification techniques to develop a model to predict patients with Lung cancer disease appears to be Naive Bayes followed by IF-THEN rule, Decision Trees and Neural Network. For Diagnosis of Lung Cancer Disease Naïve Bayes observes better results and fared better than Decision Trees.
Dash B, Mishra D, Rath A, Acharya M (2010) applied a hybridized K-means algorithm which combines the steps of dimensionality reduction through PCA, Using the proposed algorithm a given data set was partitioned in to k clusters. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm provides better efficiency and accuracy comparison to original k-means algorithm with reduced time. Logically data mining algorithms CART (Classification and Regression Tree), ID3 (Iterative Dichotomized 3) and decision table (DT) Hnin Wint Khaing(2011). These classification algorithms are selected because they are very often used for research purposes and have potential to yield good results. Moreover, they use different approaches for generating the classification models, which increases the chances for finding a prediction model with high classification accuracy.
Williams, Kehinde et al (2015) introduced Naive Bayes Classifier is a probabilistic model based on Baye's theorem. It is one of the frequently used methods for supervised learning. It provides an efficient way of handling any number of attributes or classes which is purely based on probabilistic theory. Bayesian classification provides practical learning algorithms and prior knowledge on observed data. They presented that J48 decision trees classifier is a simple decision learning algorithm, J48 decision trees is a better model for the prediction of breast cancer risks for the values of accuracy, recall, precision and error rates recorded for both models.
III. Multi-Criteria Decision Making
Mark Velasquez1 and Patrick T. Hester (2013) compared different MCDM methods such as MAVT, MAUT, ELECTRE and analytical hierarchy process (AHP). Based on the literature reviewed, the observed advantages and disadvantages, as well as areas of application for each method, are summarized This research could lead to a survey of users to assess which advantages and disadvantages are more prevalent for each method.
Recently Praveen Thokala, Nancy Devlin, Kevin Marsh, Rob Baltussen, et al (2016) analyzed multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) is intended to serve as a tool to help decision makers reach a decision-their decision, not the tool's decision. The decision makers can deliberate on which is the most appropriate evidence and thus, the most appropriate score and the most appropriate -total value‖ before making their final decision.
Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) is a well accepted framework that can simultaneously assess multiple criteria for priority setting of interventions Baltussen R, Niessen L(2006). Different approaches of multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) are proposed but contain at least the following elements: 1) selection of relevant interventions, 2) selection of criteria for priority setting, 3) collecting evidence and rating the performance of interventions on selected criteria, 4) deliberation on the evidence and performance of interventions with the aim to select the best interventions for implementation Dolan JG(2010) .
Kristie Venhorst, Sten G Zelle1, Noor Tromp and Jeremy A Lauer (2014) proposed Delphi study, questionnaires were used to discuss a final list of criteria with clear definitions and potential scoring scales. For this Delphi study, multiple breast cancer policy and priority-setting experts from different low and middle income countries (LMICs) were selected and invited by the World Health Organization. Fifteen international experts were participated in all three Delphi rounds to assess and evaluate each criterion. This study resulted in a preliminary rating tool for assessing breast cancer interventions in low and middle income countries. The tool consists of 10 carefully crafted criteria such as effectiveness, quality of the evidence, magnitude of individual health impact, acceptability, cost-effectiveness, affordability, safety, geographical coverage, and accessibility, with clear definitions and potential scoring scales.
Claudio Diaz-Ledezma, Paul M. Lichstein, James G. Dolan, and Javad Parvizi (2014) conducted the multi-criteria decision analysis( MCDA) through the analytic hierarchy process, comparing the diagnostic strategies in terms of benefits, opportunities, costs, and risks. The analytical hierarchy process (AHP) method of
IV. Proposed Work Introduction
Here, analytical hierarchy process method of multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) is used to develop a rational and objective finding. The analytical hierarchy process first decomposes the decision problem into a hierarchy of sub problems. Then the decision-maker evaluates the relative importance of its various elements by pair wise comparisons. The analytical hierarchy process converts these evaluations to numerical values (weights or priorities), which are used to calculate a score for each alternative (Saaty, 1970) . The advantage of the analytical hierarchy process is simplicity and consistency as compared to other decision support methods.
A consistency index measures the extent to which the decision-maker has been consistent in response. Considering all relevant criteria along with their importance are discussed. Suppose that the cancer risk factors are identified and the decision-makers are responsible for identifying the risk of cancer of patients under each of the N criteria. Cancer risk factors are categorized as following:
Table1: Cancer risk factors
Prof. Saaty has proposed Random Consistency Index ( ) as given below: 
Table3: Preference Scale
The structure of hierarchy can be drawn as the following: 
V. Conclusion
In the proposed paper, explored work can help in the medical field to identify risk level of the cancer such as Low Risk, Medium Risk or High Risk and can also help in decision making process at early diagnosis. The main objective of the study is to provide earlier intimation about the risk of cancer to the patient that can save the time and cost of the treatment.
In future, we planned to work on the technique that analyzes the food that causes cancer.
